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Perlin Cloudify
For cloud users & enterprise

A supercomputer in the palm of your hand

Cloudify is the first practical, trustless, and decentralized cloud computing marketplace that leverages 
underutilized compute power in everyday smart-devices to make supercomputing economically viable 
and globally accessible.

Leveraging idle consumer power to offer low-cost, on-demand, decentralized cloud computing

As a decentralized platform, Cloudify can significantly reduce the cost of cloud computing by 
connecting idle consumer devices across the globe — smartphones, PCs, game consoles — to 
facilitate computation in a secure environment inside of a distributed public cloud. Since computation 
is done across a decentralized network of existing and otherwise idle computing hardware, the price 
of cloud computing capacity can be significantly reduced. Current estimates predict cost savings of 
as much as five times over leading centralized cloud providers.

If your enterprise values social impact goals, Cloudify also provides a powerful new mechanism to 
rechannel cloud revenues from existing centralized multinational providers to the ‘bottom billion’ 
living in impoverished communities globally. Cloudify also gives researchers and developers cheaper 
access to vital cloud resources that could help them solve the world’s biggest problems today.

Privacy & Security of Your Data

While your computation work is run across a cloud that may consist of millions of devices, the 
differential privacy model we are developing allows you to choose the level of privacy that suits your 
enterprise. If required, tour data can be kept safely secure and encrypted at all times, ensuring that 
only you can access and control your confidential data.

Built on Perlin Wavelet

All cloud tasks are run across Perlin’s Wavelet, the world’s most efficient distributed ledger. It supports 
millions of nodes, handles over 10,000 transactions per second, is commercially scalable, and offers a 
time to finality comparable to existing credit card networks. Cloudify takes advantage of the advanced 
capabilities of Wavelet over rival blockchain solutions to offer an always-on, low-latency solution that 
is efficient, reliable, and robust.

This offers the following advantages to the Perlin Cloudify network:

Instant transactions and provider selection

The Wavelet network is not constrained by the issues that plague rival blockchains due to its extremely 
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fast transaction speeds and time to finality. Accordingly, the performance issues and other overhead 
normally associated with using distributed technology solutions is no longer a concern. Working on 
Wavelet, Cloudify will provide you with a user experience as snappy and responsive as other existing 
commercial centralized cloud providers.

Unlimited parallel computing power

Thanks to the effortless commercial level scaling that Wavelet offers, there is no limit on the number 
of devices that can run your calculations in parallel. As your cloud needs grow overtime, Cloudify can 
scale with you to ensure you never have to worry about network congestionand poor performance 
from scalability issues.

Join the Perlin Cloudify network now

Perlin Cloudify is currently being refined and tested by our team of developers. Private pilots are 
being run with selected partners and users. If your enterprise is interested in working with us to 
create a proof-of-concept or you would just like to learn more about Cloudify, contact us today. Our 
team is ready to work with you to significantly reduce your cloud overheads and provide a powerful 
decentralized alternative to existing centralized providers.

For more information

If you would like to learn more about Cloudify, or would like to be notified of upcoming launch dates 
for the Cloudify network, just send us an email at contact@perlin.net. Thank you!
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